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Abstract
We study various aspects of the M-theory uplift of the AN−1 series of (2, 0) CFTs in
6d, which describe the worldvolume theory of N M5 branes in flat space. We show how
knowledge of OPE coefficients and scaling dimensions for this CFT can be directly trans-
lated into features of the momentum expansion of M-theory. In particular, we develop the
expansion of the four-graviton S-matrix in M-theory via the flat space limit of four-point
Mellin amplitudes. This includes correctly reproducing the known contribution of the R4
term from 6d CFT data. Central to the calculation are the OPE coefficients for half-BPS
operators not in the stress tensor multiplet, which we obtain for finite N via the previously
conjectured relation [1] between the quantum WN algebra and the AN−1 (2, 0) CFT. We
further explain how the 1/N expansion of WN structure constants exhibits the structure of
protected vertices in the M-theory action. Conversely, our results provide strong evidence
for the chiral algebra conjecture.
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1 Introduction
The goal of this paper is to develop a quantitative study of M-theory by way of its holographic
duality to six-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT) with maximal (2,0) supersymmetry,
using modern results from the conformal bootstrap and techniques for computing correlation
functions in large N CFTs.
The AN−1 (2,0) CFT, on which we will focus, has various descriptions (e.g. [2–6]). Perhaps
the most profitable is its realization as the worldvolume theory of N M5 branes in flat space,
whose gravitational backreaction generates an AdS7 × S4 solution of M-theory. AdS/CFT
then provides the usual dictionary for computing various observables in the 1/N expansion
[7–9]; indeed, the notion of a well-defined 1/N expansion was first made explicit by the
existence of the bulk dual. Despite being a non-Lagrangian, non-gauge theory with somewhat
mysterious origins and O(N3) degrees of freedom at large N , the (2,0) CFT behaves similarly
in many respects to lower-dimensional gauge theories that furnish canonical examples of
AdS/CFT, such as the 4d N = 4 super-Yang-Mills (SYM) duality to AdS5 × S5.
On the other hand, given our utter lack of a complete description of M-theory, the bulk
is not terribly useful for determining finite N aspects of the dual CFT. However, we can
turn this problem around using the modern perspective of the conformal bootstrap, which
gives an a priori independent formulation of the (local sector of the) CFT. This provides an
independent tool for constructing M-theory at the non-perturbative level, a philosophy that
we will substantiate in this work.
An initial implementation of the numerical bootstrap to the (2,0) CFT was performed
in [10], which led to the first predictions for finite N data for low-lying non-BPS operators
that appear in the stress tensor operator product expansion (OPE). More relevant for us
will be the remarkable analytic progress in the BPS sector. The half-BPS supermultiplets in
interacting theories have bottom components Sk with k = 2, 3, . . .
1 and conformal dimension
∆k = 2k, which are traceless symmetric tensors of the so(5)R symmetry. The KK reduction
on AdS7×S4 [11–14] identifies the Sk (modulo mixing) with scalar fields φk in AdS, of squared
mass (mLAdS)
2 = 2k(2k− 6), which uplift to admixtures of the 11d graviton and three-form
potential with legs on S4. While ∆k is independent of N , the OPE coefficients λk1k2k3 are
not. In [1], it was conjectured that these OPE coefficients sit in one-to-one correspondence
with the structure constants Ck1k2k3 of the well-studied two-dimensional WN chiral algebra,
with the auspicious central charge assignment c = 4N3 − 3N − 1. This algebra is freely
generated by an infinite tower of conserved currents Wk of spins s = 2, 3, . . . , N , which lie in
1The k = 1 case only exists for the free theory.
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correspondence with the half-BPS operators Sk mentioned above.
The WN chiral algebra conjecture is powerful: it determines, in principle, an infinite
number of OPE coefficients of the (2,0) CFT. Many of the WN structure constants, which
are completely determined by the Jacobi identities, are also explicitly known.2 This data
is highly quantum from the M-theory perspective, as it is known in closed form for finite c
and finite N , unlike the currently known analogous results for protected operator algebras
in d = 3, 4 maximally-supersymmetric CFTs [17, 18] (some of which, however, do admit
finite-dimensional integral representations [19]). In [1], it was shown that the WN OPE
coefficients with c ≈ 4N3 in the large N limit correctly reproduce previous computations
of tree-level three-point functions in the (2,0) CFT as computed from AdS7 × S4 [20, 21].
Some further aspects of the conjecture were substantiated in [22] using localization and the
WN chiral algebra of AN−1 Toda CFT. One aim of this paper is to test this chiral algebra
conjecture beyond leading order in 1/N ; as we explain below, we find strong evidence, both
perturbative and non-perturbative, that the conjecture is indeed correct.
Before explaining what exactly we will compute, let us set the target. Even putting
aside the deeper non-perturbative aspects of M-theory, the expansion of the 11d four-point
superamplitude, A11, is not well understood. The 11d amplitude takes the form [23]
A11(pi; ζi) = f(s, t)A11R,tree(pi; ζi) . (1.1)
A11R,tree is the supergravity tree-level amplitude,
A11R,tree(pi; ζi) = `911K̂
26
stu
(1.2)
where K̂ is an overall universal kinematic factor (whose form we later recall) that is a function
of graviton polarization vectors ζµ and momenta pµ, and (s, t, u) are the 11d Mandelstam
variables. The function f(s, t), dependent on the Mandelstam variables only, encodes the
momentum expansion,
f(s, t) = 1 + `611fR4(s, t) + `
9
11f1−loop(s, t) + `
12
11fD6R4(s, t) + `
14
11fD8R4(s, t)
+ `1511f1−loop,R4(s, t) + `
16
11fD10R4(s, t) + `
18
11f2−loop(s, t) + `
18
11fD12R4(s, t) + · · · ,
(1.3)
where all 11d loop corrections come in powers of `911 times the tree-level vertices. Among
2As we review below, there is a choice of basis in which there is a conjecture for all of them [15]; in the
most physical basis for 6d purposes, the first many low-lying ones are known [16].
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the non-loop terms, only the R4 and D6R4 terms are known from previous computations,
as reviewed in Appendix F.3 At loop-level, 1- and 2-loop amplitudes are known from 11d
supergravity computations [25,26]. Beginning at D8R4, the vertices are no longer protected
by supersymmetry and their coefficients are not known, although there exist conjectures in
the literature [27]. It is of great interest to improve on this state of affairs – specifically, the
outstanding problem of determining D8R4 and beyond, and of unveiling the finite N spec-
trum of M-theory – by computing the CFT four-point functions 〈SkSkSkSk〉, and uplifting
them to M-theory. This would be a remarkable holographic window onto the perturbative
structure of M-theory and, by compactification, type IIA string theory.
In this paper, we will articulate a concrete strategy for doing this. As a step toward the
longer-term goal of D8R4, we will explicitly demonstrate this strategy by deriving the R4
term in (1.3) from CFT, as recently done in a closely related context using AdS4×S7 and the
ABJM CFT [28]. Let us summarize the idea. We first compute 〈SkSkSkSk〉 in Mellin space
in the 1/c expansion by solving the 6d superconformal Ward identity and using independent
CFT data to fix any free parameters in the solution. This fixing relies crucially on input
from WN to fix half-BPS structure constants. We then use the flat space limit formula for
Mellin amplitudes [29] to relate this correlator at a given order in 1/c to terms in the `11  1
expansion of A11, using the holographic relation(
LAdS
`11
)9
≈ 16c+O(c0) . (1.4)
where LS4 = LAdS/2.
4 The direct relation of the 1/c expansion to the `11 expansion follows
from dimensional analysis in the reduction on AdS7×S4, and the absence of a dimensionless
coupling in M-theory. One novelty of the 6d case is that (for reasons explained below) in
order to fix the parameters necessary to reproduce the R4 coefficient from presently known
(2,0) CFT data, we will need to study the k = 3 correlator, as opposed to the stress tensor
multiplet correlator (k = 2). Along the way, we will explain how to uplift 〈SkSkSkSk〉 to 11d
for arbitrary k.
In Section 2, we review the basic features of the (2,0) CFT and the implications of
superconformal symmetry on the structure of four-point functions of the half-BPS supercon-
formal primaries Sk. We then recall the conjectured relation between the WN algebra and
3The precise tensor appearing at R4 is t8t8R
4, plus 11 terms that do not contribute to the four-graviton
amplitude. Further details about R4 and its superpartners may be found in e.g. [24].
4In defining `11, we use the conventions of [24]. The relation between LAdS and LS4 is believed to hold
to all orders in `11 [30].
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AN−1 (2,0) CFT data. Using properties of WN , we show that all half-BPS OPE coefficients
λk1k2k3 admit a 1/c expansion of the form
λ2k1k2k3 = c
−1FR(c) + c−5/3FR4(c) + c
−7/3FD6R4(c) , (1.5)
where the Fi(c) have an expansion in non-negative integer powers of 1/c. This structure
is precisely what one expects from M-theory: in particular, it is consistent with the only
protected 11d vertices being R, R4 and D6R4 (hence the subscripts), with the Fi(c) encoding
bulk loops in the presence of these terms. The fact that λ2k1k2k3 obeys the form (1.5), for
any ki, is strong all-orders evidence for the validity of the identification of WN with central
charge c = 4N3 − 3N − 1 as the chiral algebra of the (2,0) CFT. Conversely, this may be
viewed as suggestive evidence of the absence of 10- and 12-derivative terms in 11d (∼ D2R4
and D4R4 + superpartners).5
In Section 3, we study the four-point functions 〈SkSkSkSk〉. We work with the cor-
responding Mellin amplitudes, which we denote Mk. After writing their general form, we
explore the space of solutions to the 6d superconformal Ward identity, focusing especially
(but not exclusively) on k = 2, 3. The solutions are distinguished by whether they are mero-
morphic or polynomial, and are organized according to their degree in the limit of s, t→∞.
In Section 4, we give a physical analysis of the solution space in Section 3 and explain
how to uplift to M-theory. We first show how to extract the 11d flat-space amplitude A11
from the 1/c expansion of 6d Mellin amplitudes Mk at large s, t, for any k. This involves
an adaptation of Penedones’ formula to the case of arbitrary KK modes. (See (4.1), (4.3).)
A nice feature of this procedure is that, in addition to producing the function f(s, t), the
overall kinematic factor K̂ of A11 can be seen to follow quite directly from the flat space
limit of the 6d superconformal Ward identity itself. (See (4.5).) Moreover, the same factor
Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ) appears in the 4d, N = 4 superconformal Ward identity. Therefore, the flat
space limit of 4d N = 4 SYM four-point functions implies that type IIB string amplitudes
are proportional to the universal K̂ factor to all loop orders. This has sometimes been
indirectly argued on general grounds (e.g. [31]), and K̂ is known to appear in type II string
theory through three-loop order [32,33]; here we give a rigorous derivation of its appearance
to all orders in type IIB.
With this understanding, we explain how the coefficients of the Mellin amplitudes are
5In the dimensional reduction on AdS7 × S4, cancellations are possible among different putative terms
at a fixed derivative order, e.g. D4R4 and R6. However, since (1.5) describes the behavior of all half-BPS
three-point functions, consistency of a nonzero 10- or 12-derivative action with (1.5) would require an infinite
number of cancellations.
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directly related to CFT data, namely, OPE coefficients and scaling dimensions. The main
physical point is that the degree of the solutions is correlated with the order in 1/c at which
they first appear in CFT; in particular, a degree-p solution M
(p)
k has scaling c
−(2p+7)/9 to
leading order in 1/c. This is shown to follow from the flat-space limit and the absence of a
dimensionless coupling in M-theory. This allows us to explain, physically, some features of
the Mellin amplitudes found in Section 3. The result may be viewed as an M-theory version
of previous arguments relating coefficients of solutions of crossing to powers of the higher
spin gap in large N CFTs [34,35]. A related perspective on this c-scaling is given in terms of
the dimensional reduction of M-theory on AdS7 × S4. Together with previous knowledge of
the M-theory amplitude through 14-derivative order, we can rule out candidate polynomial
solutions of crossing symmetry at O(c−17/9) and O(c−19/9). (A similar argument was made
in [28].) This last statement, which uses general features of KK reduction on AdS×M,
applies to any CFT with an M-theory dual of this form. We also present a sharp signature
of the four-point functions of putative large c CFTs with a hierarchy between the AdS and
KK scales, LAdS  LM.
In Section 5, we put everything together to develop the precise dictionary between M-
theory and (2,0) CFT. First, we derive the R4 coefficient via the k = 3 four-point function at
O(c−5/3). This is possible because the k = 3 amplitude at O(c−5/3) happens to be determined
by one free parameter, which we can take to be the OPE coefficient λ334. This is in turn
fixed by WN . The result perfectly matches the M-theoretic prediction,
fR4(s, t) =
stu
3 · 27 . (1.6)
We note that the O(c−5/3) term in λ334 is extracted from a c−1N−2 term inWN ; in particular,
one does not need to know the sub-leading O(N) term in c, which descends from the 11d
R4 term in the first place [24]. Turning next to higher order terms ∼ D2mR4, WN does
not provide enough constraints on the k = 3 amplitude to completely fix the solutions.
(This is due to the existence of pure polynomial solutions.) Instead, our strategy will be to
relate the higher degree Mellin amplitude coefficients to CFT data that is not determined
by WN – namely, anomalous dimensions of unprotected double-trace operators and OPE
coefficients of protected operators that do not live in WN . Thus, future constraints on this
data can be translated into constraints on M-theory amplitudes. Because the number of
Mellin amplitudes grows with k, we will focus on the lowest case k = 2. The output of this
procedure is given in Table 2.
In Section 6, we conclude with some future directions.
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Several Appendices complement the main text. These include technical details on Mellin
amplitudes, superconformal Ward identities, superconformal blocks, the OPE of two stress
tensor multiplet scalars S2, and a review of the derivation of fR4(s, t) and fD6R4(s, t) from
the uplift of type IIA string theory.
2 (2,0) Correlators and the WN Chiral Algebra
Let us begin by briefly reviewing the spectrum of operators in the AN−1 series (2,0) CFT,
with superconformal algebra osp(8∗|4) ⊃ so(2)⊕so(6)⊕so(5)R. For operators in the traceless
symmetric spin-j irrep of the so(6) Lorentz algebra, we denote their quantum numbers under
the bosonic subalgebra as
(∆, j)[k1 k2] , (2.1)
where [k,k2] are so(5)R Dynkin labels. The CFT contains a single tower of half-BPS supercon-
formal primaries, living in the (2k, 0)[k 0], with k = 2, 3, . . .. We denote their superconformal
multiplet as D[k0]. We can view these operators as the rank-k symmetric traceless products
of the 5, so we can denote them as traceless symmetric tensors SI1...Ik(x) of so(5), where
Ii = 1, . . . 5. It is convenient and conventional to contract with an auxiliary polarization
vector Y I that is constrained to be null, Yi · Yi = 0, so that
Sk(x, Y ) ≡ SI1...IkY I1 · · ·Y Ik . (2.2)
We will often perform explicit computations involving the two lowest multiplets. The
k = 2 multiplet, D[20], is the stress tensor multiplet, whose bottom component is a scalar
with ∆ = 4 in the 14 of so(5), and appears in all local (2, 0) SCFTs. The next lowest
half-BPS multiplet, D[30], has a scalar bottom component with ∆ = 6 in the 30 of so(5).
The stress tensor itself Tµν has a two-point function
〈Tµν(x)Tρσ(0)〉 = cT Iµνρσ(x)|x|12 , (2.3)
where Iµνρσ(x) is a fixed tensor structure whose form can be found in [36]. The coefficient
cT is proportional to the unique c-type central charge appearing in the (2,0) conformal
anomaly [37]. A free (2,0) tensor multiplet may be taken to have c = 1, while a (2, 0) theory
labeled by Lie algebra g has central charge c(g) = 4dgh
∨
g + rg, where dg, h
∨
g , and rg are the
dimension, dual Coxeter number, and rank of g, respectively. For the AN−1 series of interest
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here,
c(AN−1) = 4N3 − 3N − 1 . (2.4)
These results for c were first motivated by R-symmetry anomaly and holographic computa-
tions [24, 38, 39], conjectured in [10], and proven in [22]. (See also [40–45] for some recent
related results about the c-type anomaly in 6d SCFT.)
2.1 Half-BPS Four-Point Functions
Conformal symmetry and so(5) symmetry implies that the four point function of Sk(x, Y )
takes the form
〈Sk(x1, Y1)Sk(x2, Y2)Sk(x3, Y3)Sk(x4, Y4)〉 = (Y1 · Y2)
k(Y3 · Y4)k
|x12|4k|x34|4k Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) ,
(2.5)
where U and V are conformally-invariant cross ratios and σ and τ are so(5) invariants formed
out of the polarizations:
U ≡ x
2
12x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, V ≡ x
2
14x
2
23
x213x
2
24
, σ ≡ (Y1 · Y3)(Y2 · Y4)
(Y1 · Y2)(Y3 · Y4) , τ ≡
(Y1 · Y4)(Y2 · Y3)
(Y1 · Y2)(Y3 · Y4) , (2.6)
with xij ≡ xi − xj. Since (2.5) is a degree k polynomial in each Yi separately, the quantity
Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) is a degree k polynomial in σ and τ .
So far, we have imposed the bosonic subgroups of the osp(8∗|4) algebra. The constraints
from the fermionic subgroups are captured by the superconformal Ward identities [46], which
can be expressed as differential operators on all four arguments of Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) whose explicit
form we review in Appendix A. For 6d (2, 0) SCFTs, there are two ways of satisfying these
constraints.
In the first method, which can actually be used in any dimension, we decompose Gk(U, V ;σ, τ)
into superconformal blocks GM by taking the OPE twice in (2.5), which yields
Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) =
∑
Mk∈osp(8∗|4)
λ2k,MkGMk(U, V ;σ, τ) , (2.7)
whereMk runs over all osp(8∗|4) multiplets appearing in the Sk×Sk OPE, and λ2k,Mk6 is the
OPE coefficient squared for each such supermultiplet Mk. The selection rules for the OPE
of half-BPS multiplets have been worked out in [47, 48] and were summarized for general k
6When Mk = D[k′0], these squared OPE coefficients were denoted in the introduction as λ2kkk′ .
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in [10]. The supermultiplets that appear in a four point function of identical Sk’s are
Sk × Sk =
k∑
m=0
k−m∑
n=0
D[2(k −m− n), 2n]
+
k∑
m=1
[
k−m∑
n=0,2,...
∞∑
j=0,2,...
B[2(k −m− n), 2n]j +
k−m∑
n=1,3,...
∞∑
j=1,3,...
B[2(k −m− n), 2n]j
]
+
k∑
m=2
[
k−m∑
n=0,2,...
∞∑
j=0,2,...
A[2(k −m− n), 2n]∆,j +
k−m∑
n=1,3,...
∞∑
j=1,3,...
A[2(k −m− n), 2n]∆,j
]
,
(2.8)
where the spins j refer to rank-j traceless symmetric irreps of so(6) with Dynkin labels [j00],
which are the only irreps that can appear, and for interacting SCFTs we should further
remove the B[00]j multiplet, which contains conserved currents that only appear in the free
theory. The scaling dimensions of bottom components of the supermultiplets in (2.8) are
D[k1k2] : ∆ = 2(k1 + k2) ,
B[k1k2]j : ∆ = 2(k1 + k2) + 4 + j ,
A[k1k2]∆,j : ∆ ≥ 2(k1 + k2) + 6 + j .
(2.9)
The A multiplets that appear here are unprotected, while the rest are annihilated by some
fraction of supercharges, and so have fixed dimension. The D[k0] are the half-BPS multiplets
whose bottom component we called Sk, and k of these multiplets appear in Sk × Sk. The
lowest such multiplet is always the stress tensor multiplet D[20], whose OPE coefficient is
λ2k,D[20] =
k2
c
. (2.10)
This follows from Wick contractions and the normalization c = 1 for a free tensor multiplet.
Each superconformal block GMk in (2.7) receives contributions from conformal primaries
with different spins j′, scaling dimensions ∆′, and so(5) irreps [2b 2(a− b)] for a = 0, 1, . . . k
and b = 0, . . . , a that appear in the tensor product [k0] ⊗ [k0]. The superconformal block
can thus be written as a linear combination of the conformal blocks G∆′,j′
7 corresponding to
7We normalize our conformal blocks as limU→0,V→1G∆′,j′ = U
∆′−j′
2 (1− V )j′ .
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the conformal primaries in Mk as
GMk(U, V ;σ, τ) =
k∑
a=0
a∑
b=0
Yab(σ, τ)
∑
(∆′,j′)∈Mk
AMkab∆′j′(∆, j)G∆′,j′(U, V ) , (2.11)
where the polynomials Yab(σ, τ) are eigenfunctions of the so(5) Casimir for irrep [2b 2(a− b)]
of maximal degree k. For general k, these can be computed using Appendix D in [49], and
we list the explicit forms for k = 2, 3 in Appendix A. The AMkab∆′j′(∆, j) are rational functions
of ∆ and j. For k = 2, we work out some of these coefficients in Appendix E.8
The second way of imposing the constraints from the superconformal Ward identity is
special to 6d (2, 0) SCFTs. We can satisfy the Ward identities by writing Gk as
Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) = Fk(U, V ;σ, τ) + Υ ◦ Hk(U, V ;σ, τ) , (2.12)
where Υ is a complicated differential operator whose explicit form is given in Appendix A,
and Fk(U, V ;σ, τ) and Hk(U, V ;σ, τ) are degree k and k − 2 in σ, τ , respectively. These
functions are defined so that only Fk(U, V ;σ, τ) contributes to the 2d chiral algebra four-
point function, which we will describe in the next subsection.
2.2 The WN Chiral Algebra and AdS7 × S4
It was conjectured in [1] that in every (2,0) CFT labeled by g, the OPE data of half-BPS
operators and a subset of their protected composites – specifically, among those appearing in
Sk × Sk, the D[2n 0] and B[2n 0] multiplets – are determined by the dynamics of a 2d chiral
algebra, Wg. In the case g = AN−1, the algebra is the well-known WN algebra. This algebra
is generated by a finite tower of holomorphic currents, Wk(z), of integer spins k = 2, 3, . . . , N ,
and depends on a single free parameter c2d, the central charge. The conjecture stipulates
that
c2d = c(AN−1) = 4N3 − 3N − 1 . (2.13)
WN may be obtained as the quotient of the infinitely-generated W∞[N ] algebra: WN '
W∞[N ]/χN , where χN is the ideal formed by all generators of spins s > N , and W∞[N ] is
the so-called “quantum algebra”, to be distinguished from the “classical algebra” which is
defined as the c → ∞ limit of W∞[µ] with fixed µ [50, 51]. Henceforth we will refer to the
8These superconformal blocks have also been derived in different bases in [10,46,47].
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central charge simply as c, and write the WN OPE as
Wi(z)Wj(0) ∼
∑
k
Cijk
Wk(0)
zi+j−k
. (2.14)
We employ a unit normalization, Cij0 = δij.
Explicit checks of the conjecture require a map between bases of the 6d half-BPS chi-
ral ring and the WN generators. In the so-called “quadratic basis” of WN , the structure
constants are conjecturally completely determined [15]. A more physically natural basis for
many purposes is the “Virasoro primary basis”, in which the currents Wk obey the Vira-
soro primary condition Ln>0|Wk〉 = 0.9 Many low-lying structure constants in the primary
basis may be found in [15, 16]. In the 1/c expansion, there is a natural map between the
single-trace half-BPS operators Sk, and the currents Wk in the Virasoro primary basis:
Sk ↔ Wk (2.15)
At subleading orders in 1/c, the 6d spectrum undergoes mixing between single-trace and
multi-trace operators: for instance, S4 mixes with the D[40] projection of :S2S2:. However,
for k = 2, 3, no mixing is possible, due to the absence of k = 1 operators in both the WN
algebra and the (2,0) spectrum.
While fundamentally a statement about the spectrum and OPE coefficients, the map to
WN has especially powerful implications for 6d four-point functions. As shown in [1], one
obtains a holomorphic function of z from the 6d four-point function Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) by twisting
σ = z−2 and τ = (1− z−1)2. Given the map (2.15), the claim of [1] is that
Gk(z)|2d ≡ Gk(zz¯, (1− z)(1− z¯); z¯−2, (1− z¯−1)2) .
= Fk(z) ,
(2.16)
where Fk(z) = z
2k〈Wk(0)Wk(z)Wk(1)Wk(∞)〉 is the four-point amplitude of identical spin-k
currents Wk(z) of WN . Moreover, under the twist, Gk = Fk in (2.12), so Fk(U, V ;σ, τ) is
precisely the 6d uplift of the 2d correlator Fk(z). To explicitly relateWN structure constants
Cijk to 6d OPE coefficients λijk, we must determine how the chiral algebra twist relates the
9This basis emerges naturally in the construction of WN via Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction of SL(N,R) and
in the context of AdS3 higher spin gravity [52], and makes the triality symmetry of WN manifest [16]. We
point out that, for the value of c given above, the triality symmetry actually degenerates into a duality
symmetry, WN 'W−2N , where one should regard c as fixed.
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6d blocks to 2d blocks. As derived in Appendix B,
Gk(z)
∣∣
2d
= 1 +
k∑
n=1
λ2k,D[2n 0]
4n(1/2)n
(1)n
g4n,0(z)
+
k−1∑
n=1
∞∑
j,=0,2,...
λ2k,B[2n 0]j
4n+1(1
2
)n+1
(1)n+1
A
B[2n 0]
n+1n+1 4n+6+j j+2 × g4n+6+j,j+2(z) ,
(2.17)
where the first term represents the unit operator, and
g∆,j(z) = z
∆+j
2 2F1
(
∆ + j
2
,
∆ + j
2
,∆ + j, z
)
(2.18)
are the SL(2,R) global conformal blocks. The crossing equations for Fk(z) imply that only
b2k
3
c of the infinitely many λ2k,Mk are independent [53,54].
Of particular use in the following will be the OPE coefficients λ2k,D[2n 0] for k = 2, 3.
For k = 2, this is nonzero only for n = 1 (cf. (2.10)), and the corresponding WN OPE
coefficient is C222 ∝ 1/c, i.e. the cubic coupling of the stress tensor. On the other hand,
k ≥ 3 contain non-trivial information to all orders in 1/c. The 6d squared OPE coefficient
λ23,D[40] is determined by (C334)
2 of WN , with relative coefficient determined by the n = 2
term in the first line of (2.17):
λ23,D[40] =
1
6
(C334)
2 . (2.19)
In unit normalization, (C334)
2 takes the rational form [16,55–57]
(C334)
2 =
144(c+ 2)(N − 3)(c(N + 3) + 2(N − 1)(4N + 3))
c(5c+ 22)(N − 2)(c(N + 2) + (N − 1)(3N + 2)) . (2.20)
Let us expand λ23,D[40] in the large c limit, using (2.20) with the necessary identification
c = 4N3 − 3N − 1:
λ23,D[40] ≈
24
5c
− 36 · 2 13 c−5/3 − 2568
25
c−2 − 234 · 2 23 c−7/3 − 588 · 2 13 c−8/3 +O(c−3) . (2.21)
Starrting at c−5/3, all powers of c−1/3 are generated. Moreover, in the primary basis, all WN
structure constants Ck1k2k3 with ki > 2 can be written as rational functions of c and C334 to
some fractional power [15, 16, 58]. This follows from the structure of the Jacobi identity, as
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recently proven in full generality in [58].10 For example, in our unit normalization,
C444 =
3(c+ 3)
c+ 2
C334 − 288(c+ 10)
c(5c+ 22)
C−1334 . (2.22)
The uplift to 6d then implies that all half-BPS OPE coefficients not involving S2, the stress-
tensor multiplet, have 1/c expansions of the form (1.5).
This is precisely the structure one expects based on the cubic coupling φ1φ2φ3 in the
quantum effective action in AdS7. In fact, this structure should be present in any M-
theory compactification on AdS×M for some compact transverse manifold M. We assume
LAdS ' LM. Dimensional reduction of the 11d action, S11, on M generates an effective
AdSd+1 action, Sd+1. A key point is that, in general, non-perturbative AdSd+1 amplitudes
receive contributions from the descent of all-point amplitudes in 11d: the extra fields can
have legs on M. If dimensional reduction of the 2n-derivative action in 11d contributes as
g
(2n)
123 to a cubic scalar AdS vertex g123 φ1φ2φ3 in the quantum effective action in AdSd+1,
then accounting for factors of `11,
g123 ∼ g
(2)
123
c
+
∞∑
n=4
g
(2n)
123 c
− 7+2n
9 . (2.23)
The form of (2.23) follows from dimensional analysis, (LAdS/`11)
9 ∝ c, combined with the
fact that the reduction on M can only produce powers of LAdS, not `11.11 To relate g123 to
the dual CFT OPE coefficient λk1k2k3 , one multiplies (2.23) by a function with an infinite
expansion in non-negative integer powers of 1/c ∼ GN , which accounts for bulk loops.
Specializing to the case M = S4, we equate the result with λ2k1k2k3 , thus inferring that
g
(2n)
123 = 0 for n 6= 4, 7, 10, . . .. The result is consistent with the minimal form g(2n)123 = 0
for n 6= 4, 7. As explained in the introduction, the latter is precisely compatible with the
known structure of the M-theory action, thus furnishing compelling evidence for the WN
chiral algebra conjecture to all orders in 1/c. Conversely, given the 1/c expansion of λ2k1k2k3
in (1.5), we have given a holographic argument for the structure of protected vertices in
M-theory, in particular, the absence of 10- and 12-derivative terms.
10Unusual normalization conventions, such as the one in [15, 58], can lead to especially simple-looking
structure constants. In any convention, 1/c power counting ensures that the normalized OPE coefficients
scale as ∼ 1/√c to leading order. We also note that [58] proved the uniqueness of the WN algebra, given
the list of spectrum-generating currents.
11Later, we will note an interesting consequence of relaxing the assumption that LAdS ≈ LM.
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2.3 Mellin Amplitude
We will find it useful to express our four-point function in Mellin space. For this purpose it
is useful to separate out the disconnected piece
Gdisc = 1 + U2kσk + U
2k
V 2k
τ k . (2.24)
The Mellin transform Mk(s, t;σ, τ) of the connected correlator Gconn ≡ G − Gdisc is then:
Gconnk (U, V ;σ, τ) =
∫ i∞
−i∞
ds dt
(4pii)2
U
s
2V
t
2
−2kMk(s, t;σ, τ)Γ2
[
2k − s
2
]
Γ2
[
2k − t
2
]
Γ2
[
2k − u
2
]
,
(2.25)
where the Mellin space variables s, t, and u satisfy the constraint s + t + u = 8k. The two
integration contours run parallel to the imaginary axis, such that all poles of the Gamma
functions are to one side of the contour.
We can similarly define the Mellin transform M˜k(s, t;σ, τ) of the reduced correlator
Hk(U, V ;σ, τ) defined in (2.12) as [59]
Hk(U, V ;σ, τ) =
∫ i∞
−i∞
ds dt
(4pii)2
U
s
2
+1V
t
2
−2k+1M˜k(s, t;σ, τ)Γ2
[
2k − s
2
]
Γ2
[
2k − t
2
]
Γ2
[
2k − u˜
2
]
,
(2.26)
where u˜ = u − 6. This reduced Mellin amplitude M˜k(s, t;σ, τ) is related to the full Mellin
amplitude Mk(s, t;σ, τ) by the Mellin space version of (2.12):
Mk(s, t;σ, τ) = Θ̂ ◦ M˜k(s, t;σ, τ) , (2.27)
where Θ̂ is a complicated difference operator whose explicit form is given in Appendix A,
and should be thought of as the Mellin space version of the differential operator Υ in position
space.12 The Mellin presentation of the superconformal Ward identity will make the physics
of the flat space limit especially transparent.
12As explained in [59], the Mellin transform of Fk can be consistently defined to be zero, and can be
recovered as a subtle regularization effect in properly defining the contour integrals of the inverse Mellin
transform.
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3 Holographic four-point functions at tree level
Let us now discuss the four-point correlator of the operators Sk in the AN−1 (2, 0) theory, with
special emphasis on the cases k = 2, 3. We will compute the Mellin amplitudes allowed by the
superconformal Ward identity with the constraint that no triple poles appear in the inverse
Mellin transform (2.25), which restricts us to tree-level amplitudes [60,61]. We will organize
the solutions we find according to their maximal degree in the large s, t, u limit. We will find
b2k
3
c independent meromorphic solutions, as well as an infinite tower of purely polynomial
solutions with increasing degrees. We postpone a physical justification and interpretation of
this expansion to the next section. Given knowledge of the single-trace spectrum of half-BPS
operators, this section may be viewed as either an AdS or CFT calculation.
3.1 Mellin amplitudes for AN−1 (2, 0) theories
The main advantage of the Mellin space representation mentioned in the previous section is
that in a theory with a holographic dual one can easily write down the tree-level expression for
the connected part of the four-point function. At tree level, the relevant Witten diagrams are
contact diagrams and exchange diagrams, so the tree level Mellin amplitude for a correlator
of four Sk’s is
Mk,tree = Mk,s-exchange +Mk,t-exchange +Mk,u-exchange +Mk,contact , (3.1)
where the t- and u-channel exchange diagrams are related to the s-channel by crossing
Mk,t-exchange(s, t;σ, τ) = τ
kMk,s-exchange(t, s;σ/τ, 1/τ) ,
Mk,u-exchange(s, t;σ, τ) = σ
kMk,s-exchange(u, t; 1/σ, τ/σ) .
(3.2)
In Mellin space, the contact diagrams corresponding to vertices dressed with n derivatives
are order-n polynomials in s, t, u. The s-channel exchange for a bulk field φ′ dual to a
boundary conformal primary operator O′ of dimension ∆′, traceless symmetric spin j′, and
so(5) irrep [2b 2(a− b)] is
M
∆′,j′,[2b 2(a−b)]
k,s-exchange (s, t;σ, τ) = Yab(σ, τ)
[
mmax∑
m=0
Q∆′,2kj′,m (t)
s− (∆′ − j′ + 2m) +Rj′−1(s, t)
]
, (3.3)
where Yab(σ, τ) is defined in (A.5), Rj′−1(s, t) is a degree j′ − 1 polynomial in s and t, and
the Mack polynomial Q∆′,∆j′,m (t) is a degree j′ polynomial in t whose explicit form we give
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in Appendix C. The meromorphic part in (3.3) is fixed to match that of the conformal
block for the exchange of O′, which is required by conformal symmetry; its poles sit at
the twists of O′ and the twists ∆′ − j′ + 2m of its conformal descendants. The truncation
at mmax = 2k − (∆′ − j′)/2 − 1 enforces the constraint that the poles not overlap with
the Gamma function double poles in (2.25) that correspond to exchanges of double-trace
operators Sk∂
2n∂µ1 . . . ∂µ`Sk. This is required by the 1/N expansion [60,61].
In our case, the scalar operators Sk are dual to the bulk scalars φk, which descend
from linear combinations of the 11d graviton and three-form along S4. These are the only
elementary scalars in AdS7. As shown in (2.8), Sk×Sk ⊃ ⊕2kn=2D[n0] where Sk is the bottom
component of D[k0].13 According to the standard GKPW dictionary, we expect an exchange
diagram for each conformal primary operator in these multiplets.14 The meromorphic part
multiplet dimension spin so(5) irrep
D[20] 4 0 14 = [20]
5 1 10 = [02]
6 2 1 = [00]
D[40] 8 0 55 = [40]
9 1 81 = [22]
10 0 35′ = [04]
10 2 14 = [20]
11 1 10 = [02]
12 0 1 = [00]
D[60] 12 0 140′′ = [60]
13 1 260 = [42]
14 0 220 = [24]
14 2 55 = [40]
15 1 81 = [22]
16 0 14 = [20]
Table 1: The conformal primaries that appear in each half-BPS supermultiplet in Sk × Sk
for k = 2, 3.
of the s-channel exchange diagram M̂k,s-exchange for a multiplet D[n0] can then be written
(up to overall normalization) as a linear combination of the contributions from its conformal
13The irreps D[n0] appearing here may be realized, as operators, both by single-trace superconformal
primaries Sn, as well as multi-trace superconformal primaries. Only the former are elementary fields in AdS,
and thus only these are the ingredients of Witten diagrams.
14We note that the extremal multiplet D[2k 0] and the operator with twist 4k in the D[2(k−1) 0] multiplet
do not contain any meromorphic parts, because their twists are large enough that mmax < 0 in (3.3).
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primary components,
M̂
D[n0]
k,s-exchange =
∑
(∆′,j′)∈D[n0]
A
D[2n 0]
nn∆′j′M̂
∆′,j′,[2n 0]
k,s-exchange , (3.4)
where M̂
∆′,j′,[2n 0]
k,s-exchange denotes the meromorphic part of the exchange diagram as defined in
(3.3). The relative coefficients A
D[2n 0]
nn∆′j′ can be fixed using the superconformal Ward identity
in Appendix A, and are the coefficients of the conformal bock contributions to the super-
conformal block as defined in (2.11). For example, for k = 2, 3, we give the branching
osp(8∗|4) 7→ so(2) ⊕ so(6) ⊕ so(5)R in Table 1. The exchange amplitudes needed for these
cases are
M̂
D[20]
k,s-exchange = M̂
4,0,[20]
k,s-exchange −
1
5
M̂
5,1,[02]
k,s-exchange +
3
175
M̂
6,2,[00]
k,s-exchange ,
M̂
D[40]
k,s-exchange = M̂
8,0,[40]
k,s-exchange −
2
9
M̂
9,1,[22]
k,s-exchange +
8
189
M̂
10,0,[04]
k,s-exchange
+
100
6237
M̂
10,2,[20]
k,s-exchange −
5
1617
M̂
11,1,[02]
k,s-exchange .
(3.5)
The most general tree level Mellin amplitude may then be written as
Mk,tree =
k−1∑
n=1
λ2k,D[2n 0]M̂
D[2n 0]
k,exchange + (polynomial) , (3.6)
where λ2k,D[2n 0] are the OPE coefficients squared defined in (2.7), M̂k,exchange = M̂k,s-exchange +
M̂k,t-exchange + M̂k,u-exchange as in (3.2), and the polynomial term includes both the contact
terms, which are polynomials of arbitrarily large degree in s and t, as well as the polynomial
Rj′−1 terms that appear in the full exchange diagrams (3.3), which are at most linear in s
and t.
We will now plug the ansatz (3.6) into the superconformal Ward identities. This will
further constrain the solutions, which we organize by the maximal degree p of the polynomial
term. The solutions can be divided into those that have a meromorphic term and those that
do not.
3.2 Meromorphic solutions
We first discuss those solutions that contain a meromorphic term that comes with a poly-
nomial term of maximal degree p. By checking many cases we find that the most general
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ansatz is
M
(p)
k,mero = a
(p)
k,D[ 4+2p
3
0]
M
(p)
k,poly + δp,1a
(1)
k,D[20]M̂
D[20]
k,exchange +
k−1∑
n=2
a
(p)
k,D[2n 0]M̂
D[2n 0]
k,exchange , (3.7)
where a
(p)
k,D[2n 0] are free coefficients, and p = 1, 4, 7 . . . (3b2k3 c − 2) for n > 1. The fact that
there are k− 1 possible exchange terms (one for each D[2n 0] with 1 ≤ n < k) but only b2k
3
c
meromorphic solutions follows from the same property of WN correlators noted in Section
2.2; we will explain this further when we relate these solutions to CFT data in Section 4.2.
As we now show, the superconformal Ward identity relates the meromorphic terms to the
polynomial piece M
(p)
k,poly.
We begin with p = 1. As we will explain in the next section, these amplitudes descend
from the 11d supergravity term, so we denote them by
M
(1)
k,mero ≡Mk, sugra . (3.8)
For all k, there is a solution of the form (3.7), with all coefficients nonzero. For k = 2, 3 we
find
M2, sugra =a
(1)
2,D[20]
[
M̂
D[20]
2,exchange +M
(1)
2,poly
]
,
M3, sugra =a
(1)
3,D[20]
[
M̂
D[20]
3,exchange +
8
15
M̂
D[40]
3,exchange +M
(1)
3,poly
]
,
(3.9)
where the polynomial terms are given in Appendix D. A more compact expression for these
Mellin amplitudes is given by the reduced form M˜k defined by (2.27), which for k = 2 is
M˜2, sugra(s, t) =
32a
(1)
2,D[20]
(s− 6)(s− 4)(t− 6)(t− 4)(u˜− 6)(u˜− 4) ,
(3.10)
and for k = 3 is
M˜3, sugra(s, t) = a
(1)
3,D[20]
[
M˜
(1)
100(s, t) + σM˜
(1)
100(u˜, t) + τM˜
(1)
100(t, s)
]
,
M˜
(1)
100 =
32
27
(s− 7)
(s− 8)(s− 6)(s− 4)(t− 10)(t− 8)(u˜− 10)(u˜− 8) .
(3.11)
Up to an overall normalization, these expressions match those in [59].
Now take p > 1. For k > 2 – and only for k > 2 – we find other meromorphic solutions
to the Ward identity. The simplest example of this is k = 3, where we find an additional
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meromorphic solution with p = 4:
M
(4)
3,mero = a
(4)
3,D[40]
[
M̂
D[40]
3,exchange +M
(4)
3,poly
]
, (3.12)
where the explicit form of M
(4)
3,poly is given in (D.2). Similar solutions exist for all k > 2,
where all admissible a
(4)
k,D[2n 0] are nonzero for n > 1. The form of these results, and the
determination of a
(4)
3,D[40] from CFT, will be explained in Section 4.2.
3.3 Polynomial solutions
We can also find purely polynomial solutions to the Ward identities. Note that the degree
of these purely polynomial terms can in general be the same as that of the polynomial
amplitudes M
(p)
k,poly that come with the meromorphic solutions. If we define Nk(p) as the
number of solutions of maximal degree p for a given k, then the purely polynomial terms
Mk,pure-poly in Mk,tree
15 take the form
Mk,pure-poly =
∞∑
p=4
Nk(p)−Nk(p−1)∑
i=1
B
(p,i)
k M
(p,i)
k,poly , (3.13)
where M
(p,i)
k,poly is a purely polynomial solution to the Ward identity of degree p with coefficient
B
(p,i)
k , and i counts the number of different polynomials with the same maximal degree.
For k = 2, the reduced Mellin amplitude for these solutions takes the simple form
M˜
(p,i)
2,poly =
(s2 + t2 + u2)ai(stu)bi
(s− 6)(t− 6)(u˜− 6) s.t. 2ai + 3bi ≤ p− 4 , (3.14)
where ai and bi are non-negative integers. The sum of the number of partitions of all positive
integers y ≤ x into 2 and 3 is given by
n(x) =
x∑
y=0
∮
q=0
q−y−1
(1− q2)(1− q3)
=
⌊6 + (x+ 3)2
12
⌋
,
(3.15)
15These terms are a subset of the total number of polynomial terms in Mk,tree, because the meromorphic
solutions come with polynomial terms.
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so the number N2(p) of polynomial solutions of degree p for k = 2 is
N2(p) = n(p− 4) . (3.16)
For k = 3, the M˜
(p,i)
3,poly do not take such a simple form for all p, but we write the cases
p = 5, 6 in Appendix D. In this case we find by checking many solutions that16
N3(p) = n(p− 4) + n(p− 5) + n(p− 6)− 1 . (3.17)
For higher k we found no simple pattern for the number of polynomial solutions, but they
can be easily computed case-by-case. We do, however, note the following feature: at p = 4,
for even k only, there is a unique polynomial solution in addition to the unique meromorphic
solution (3.7).
4 Uplifting to M-theory
Having established the space of solutions to the superconformal Ward identity, we turn to
their physical interpretation in the (2,0) CFT and the uplift to M-theory. This relies on
the flat space limit of 〈SkSkSkSk〉, which we perform using an adaptation of Penedones’
formula [29]. Our goals are twofold: first, to give a precise dictionary for how to recover 11d
amplitudes in the `11  1 expansion from these four-point functions; and second, to show
on general grounds how the functional form of the 11d amplitude is reflected in, and may be
inferred from, the properties of the 6d CFT correlators. In the next section we apply this
technique to derive the R4 contribution to the 11d graviton amplitude.
4.1 Flat space limit for arbitrary KK modes
Let us first present the adaptation of Penedones’ original formula to the AdS7×S4 compact-
ification [28,29,62], for the Mellin amplitude Mk corresponding to the four-point function of
KK modes Sk. Denoting L ≡ LAdS,
lim
L→∞
L3 (L/2)4 V4Mk(L
2s, L2t;σ, τ) =
1
Γ(4k − 3)
∫ ∞
0
dβ β4(k−1)e−βA11k (2βs, 2βt;σ, τ) ,
(4.1)
16This formula is equal to the number of solutions to the Ward identity in the flat space limit minus the
one meromorphic solution with p = 4. This naive counting of polynomial solutions does not work for higher
k though.
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where (L/2)4 V4 =
pi2
6
L4 is the S4 volume (required by dimensional analysis). We interpret
A11k as the 11d flat spacetime amplitude of four supergravitons with momenta kµi restricted to
an R7 ' AdS7|L→∞, integrated against four supergraviton Kaluza-Klein mode wave functions
on S4 and contracted with so(5) polarization vectors Yi. We can write A11k explicitly as
A11k (s, t;σ, τ) =
Y
(k)
1 Y
(k)
2 Y
(k)
3 Y
(k)
4
(Y1 · Y2)k(Y3 · Y4)k
∑
α,β,γ,δ
A11αβγδ(s, t)
× V4
∫
S4
d4x
√
gΨαI11...I1k(x)Ψ
β
I21...I2k
(x)ΨγI31...I3k(x)Ψ
δ
I41...I4k
(x) ,
(4.2)
The ingredients are as follows: A11αβγδ(s, t) is an invariant tensor in the supergraviton polar-
izations α, β, γ, δ; ΨαIi1...Iik(x) is the normalized KK mode wave function for the particle i on
a unit S4; and Y
(k)
i = Y
I1
i · · ·Y Iki are the scalar S4 harmonics.
To actually extract A11k (s, t;σ, τ) from the integral (4.2) for arbitrary k is not straight-
forward, nor is it necessary. On general grounds, the uplift to 11d must be proportional to
the four-supergraviton amplitude, for any k. This follows from the fact that all operators
Sk are dual to KK modes of 11d supergravitons. Using this observation and matching the
degree of the polarizations, the flat space limit of Mk must yield the 11d amplitude in the
form
lim
s,t→∞
Mk(s, t;σ, τ) = A11⊥ (s, t;σ, τ)Pk−2(σ, τ) , (4.3)
where Pk−2(σ, τ) is a crossing-symmetric polynomial of degree-(k−2) in (σ, τ), andA11⊥ (s, t;σ, τ)
is defined as
(Y1 · Y2)2(Y3 · Y4)2A11⊥ (s, t;σ, τ) = A11(pi;Yi)
∣∣
pi·Yi=0 (4.4)
The orthogonal kinematics Yi · pi = 0 follows from taking the flat space limit of amplitudes
in a direct product spacetime like AdS7×S4. Note that while A11(pi;Yi) depends in general
on the individual momenta, A11⊥ (s, t;σ, τ) only depends on Mandelstam invariants, as we
demonstrate momentarily.
(4.3) makes clear that lims,t→∞Mk(s, t;σ, τ) must reproduce the complete functional form
of A11, which takes the form (1.3), subject to the orthogonal kinematics pi · Yi = 0. We now
show that the kinematic factor K̂ in the 11d supergravity amplitude follows elegantly from
the flat space limit of the 6d superconformal Ward identity (4.5). By direct computation,
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one can show that
lim
s,t→∞
M
(p)
k (s, t;σ, τ) ≈
(
4(k − 1) + p
128
) (
stuΘflat4 (s, t;σ, τ)
)
M˜
(p)
k (s, t;σ, τ)|s,t→∞ ,
Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ) ≡ (tu+ tsσ + suτ)2 ,
(4.5)
where in the flat space limit u = −s− t. The notation Θflat4 refers to the fact that this is the
flat space limit of the difference operator Θ4 defined in (A.10) that appears in the 4d N = 4
superconformal Ward identities [61] (where it is denoted by R̂). Turning now to K̂, this is
equivalent to the t8t8R
4 tensor, where Rµνρσ is the linearized Weyl curvature in momentum
space. It may be defined as (e.g. [63])
K̂ = ((m1m2)(m3m4)− 4(m1m2m3m4) + (perms))2 , (4.6)
where
mµνi ≡ ζ [µi pν]i , (mimj) ≡ mµνi mνµj , (mimjmkml) ≡ mµνi mνρj mρσk mσµl . (4.7)
ζi and pi are the polarization vector and momenta of the i’th 11d graviton, respectively. In
general, K̂ is not just a function of (s, t). But in 11d kinematics where ζi · pj = 0 for all
(i, j), one finds
K̂|ζi→Yi = 4(Y1 · Y2)2(Y3 · Y4)2Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ) . (4.8)
Therefore, the universal factor Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ) that is required by the superconformal Ward
identity accounts for the overall momentum/polarization-dependent factor K̂ of the 11d
graviton amplitude.17 It is satisfying that 6d superconformal symmetry generates the K̂
factor in the uplift for any k. As noted in the introduction, the fact that Θ4 also appears in
the 4d N = 4 superconformal Ward identities, combined with (4.8), implies that type IIB
string amplitudes are proportional to K̂ to all loop orders.18
Returning to (4.3), we note that in a ratio of amplitudes at different orders in `11,
Pk−2(σ, τ) will cancel. Therefore, given the form of (1.3), we may express the tree-level
terms fD2mR4(s, t) in terms of the basis of polynomial and meromorphic solutions of fixed
17In [28], the appearance of Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ) in the four-point functions of stress tensor multiplets in ABJM
was derived by appealing to maximal gauged supergravity in AdS4.
18The overall factor in type IIA and IIB string theory can in principle differ at five loops and beyond [64],
but is sometimes indirectly argued to be equivalent to all orders (e.g. [31]). We thank Oliver Schlotterer for
a discussion on this point.
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degree p = 4 +m:
fD2mR4(s, t) =
1
2m+3(4k − 2)m+3 lims,t→∞
[∑′
iB
(4+m,i)
k M
(4+m,i)
k,poly (s, t;σ, τ)
Mk,sugra(s, t;σ, τ)
+

a
(4+m)
k,D[4+2m/3 0]M
(4+m)
k,mero(s,t;σ,τ)
Mk,sugra(s,t;σ,τ)
for 2k−1
6
≥ m ∈ 3Z
0 otherwise
 , (4.9)
where the numerical prefactor comes from the β-integral in (4.1). This is one of our main
formulas.
An important point is that the sum
∑′
i in (4.9) is defined to run only over all Mellin
amplitudes whose (σ, τ)-dependence is given by Pk−2(σ, τ). This polynomial is not a function
of `11, so it can be computed once and for all from, say, taking the flat space limit of
the supergravity term Mk,sugra(s, t;σ, τ). This places strong constraints on the 6d Mellin
amplitudes, not all of which have this factorized form. For instance, for k = 3, the polynomial
is unique up to rescaling
P1(σ, τ) = 1 + σ + τ . (4.10)
On the other hand, there are many k = 3 solutions of the 6d superconformal Ward identity
that do not have this structure: at p = 7, for example, we find
lim
s,t→∞
M
(7,1)
3,poly ∝ Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ)(1 + σ + τ)stu ,
lim
s,t→∞
M
(7,2)
3,poly ∝ Θflat4 (s, t;σ, τ)(s+ uσ + tτ)(s2 + t2 + u2) .
(4.11)
M
(7,2)
3,poly thus must not appear in the 6d amplitude at O(c
−7/3). For k = 4,
P2(σ, τ) = (1 + σ
2 + τ 2) + b(σ + τ + στ) (4.12)
for some constant b, which can be determined from supergravity [59] to be b = 4. For
a given k, there are n(k − 2) independent orbits of crossing, where n(x) was introduced
in (3.15), one linear combination of which is picked out by M-theory.19 We can state the
general criterion for which solutions can contribute to fD2mR4(s, t) in terms of the M˜lmn
(cf. (A.9)): they must be crossing-symmetric at large s, t. This discussion makes clear
that 11d superPoincare invariance is more constraining that the flat space limit of the 6d
19One can check that n(k − 2) is equal to, but simpler than, Nk−2 as defined in eq. 4.43 of [61]. This
simplification is the result of trying.
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superconformal Ward identity.
4.2 Explaining the momentum expansion of Mellin amplitudes
Now that we can perform the flat space limit, we return to the previous section’s mathe-
matical solutions to the superconformal Ward identities, and interpret them as solutions of
the actual (2,0) CFT. The main point is that the degree of the Mellin amplitudes is corre-
lated with powers of 1/c ∼ `911. This is visible from the flat space limit (cf. (4.9)), which
determines the corresponding power of momenta, and hence of `11, in the corresponding 11d
S-matrix element. In particular, the Mellin amplitude coefficients B
(p,i)
k and a
(p)
k,D[2n 0] obey
a
(p)
k,D[2n 0] , B
(p,i)
k ∼ c−
2p+7
9 (1 +O(c−2/9)) . (4.13)
Given (4.13) and the form (3.6) of the tree-level amplitudes, we see that the coefficients
a
(p)
k,D[2n 0] are the squared OPE coefficients for operators in D[2n 0] multiplets, evaluated at
O(c−
2p+7
9 ):
λ2k,D[2n 0] =
∞∑
p=1
c−
2p+7
9 a
(p)
k,D[2n 0] . (4.14)
This explains why we found only b2k
3
c meromorphic Mellin amplitudes when there are k− 1
different supermultiplets D[2n 0] exchanged: as recalled in Section 2.2, holomorphy and
crossing in WN completely determine the four-point function in terms of only b2k3 c indepen-
dent OPE coefficients. The fact that for n = 1 we have just a single coefficient a
(1)
k,D[20] is
explained by the fact that λ2k,D[20] ∝ c−1 (cf. (2.10)). At p = 1, where there exists a meromor-
phic solution for all k with a
(1)
k,D[2n0] 6= 0 for all n, we see that this is just the two-derivative
amplitude in AdS7, which descends from 11d supergravity; this explains the Mk,sugra notation
introduced earlier. At p = 4, the existence of meromorphic solutions for all k > 2 reflects the
fact that the three-point functions λ2k,D[2n 0] for n > 1 receive corrections of O(c
−5/3) which
descend from the 11d R4 term (+ superpartners).20 This is indeed visible in the CFT where
λ2k,D[2n 0] are equivalent to WN structure constants, as discussed around (2.21)–(2.23).
20This is the same mechanism that generates an R3 term in AdS7 which is responsible for the O(N)
contribution to the (2,0) central charge [24].
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4.2.1 Dimensional reduction and M-theory constraints on crossing
The scaling (4.13) may also be seen using dimensional reduction of M-theory.21 On general
grounds, the quartic part of the effective Lagrangian in AdS7 is constrained to take the form
Lquartic7 = c−2/3R4fR4(c) + c−8/9D2R4fD2R4(c) + c−10/9D4R4fD4R4(c) + . . . (4.15)
where we have used D2mR4 to denote all (8 + 2m)-derivative terms in the 7d action, such as
(∂2φ3)
4. The functions fi(c) have 1/c expansions
fi(c) =
∞∑
n=0
f
(n)
i c
− 2n
9 , f
(n)
i ∈ R (4.16)
(4.15) follows from the same arguments as in Section 2.2: dimensional reduction correlates
the power of 1/c with the number of 11d derivatives via (1.4). The constants f
(n>0)
i descend
from dimensional reduction of terms in 11d with with legs on S4, i.e. from 11d terms with
2n more derivatives than the AdS7 vertex.
22 A similar argument applies to cubic vertices in
AdS7 which give rise to meromorphic Mellin amplitudes: these also admit an expansion in
fractional powers of 1/c, as observed in (2.23) usingWN . Given these facts, the relation [65]
between bulk derivatives and polynomial solutions to crossing symmetry implies (4.13) to
leading order in 1/c. The above discussion applies without modification to any AdS×M
spacetime of M-theory with LAdS ≈ LM.
The above insights have consequences for solutions to four-point crossing in any CFT
dual to an M-theory AdS×M compactification (with LAdS ≈ LM), which go beyond the
implications of the flat space limit. At O(c−(7+2pmax)/9), the allowed solutions to crossing are
those with p ≤ pmax (see (4.13) and (3.13)); in fact, the polynomials with p < pmax – which
do not survive the flat space limit – are precisely dual to terms f
(n>0)
i in (4.15)–(4.16). It is
long-known that in M-theory, there are no 10- and 12-derivative terms. Therefore, there are
no solutions to crossing at orders c−17/9 and c−19/9. Applying this toM = S4, together with
the results of the next section for the k = 2, 3 four-point functions in the (2,0) CFT through
O(c−5/3), we have explicitly determined these correlators at tree-level up to O(c−7/3). This
21To recover the exact coefficient of each amplitude from dimensional reduction would require knowledge
of the full supersymmetric completion of the 11d higher derivative terms, which is unknown aside from the
R4 term. The action analysis may be seen as a book-keeping device for the c-scaling of on-shell amplitudes,
which are what we actually compute.
22New tensor structures can also appear after the dimensional reduction that are not present in 11d. For
instance, (RµνR
µν)3 in 11d can generate (RµνR
µν)2 in AdS, which is different from the t8t8R
4 and 1111R
4
tensors that appear in 11d.
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rules out some of the low-lying solutions of [66].23
5 M-Theory from CFT Data
With all pieces in place, we now relate M-theory in the `11  1 expansion to CFT data.
We first derive R4 from CFT. We then lay the groundwork for deriving the tree level higher
derivative terms ∼ D2mR4 from CFT.
5.1 R4 from 〈S3S3S3S3〉
For the case k = 3, the WN algebra gives us a single nontrivial constraint from the OPE
coefficient λ3,D[40], which is enough to fix M
(4)
3,mero. We gave the R
4 contribution to A11 in
(1.6), whose derivation we review in Appendix F. Plugging it into our formula (4.9) with
m = 0 and k = 3, we obtain the prediction
a
(4)
3,D[40]
a
(1)
3,D[20]
= −32
(
`11
LAdS
)6
. (5.1)
Translating to CFT data using (1.4) and (4.14),
λ23,D[40]
∣∣
c−5/3
λ23,D[20]
∣∣
c−1
= −4 · 2 13 c− 23 . (5.2)
This precisely matches the OPE coefficients (2.10) and (2.21) as derived from the CFT with
help from theWN chiral algebra conjecture. Thus, we have derived the R4 coefficient from 6d
CFT data. We point out that λ23,D[40]
∣∣
c−5/3 ∼ c−1N−2, and thus is, fortunately, independent
of the O(N) term in c whose 11d origin is R4 itself [24].
23It has been a long-standing goal in holography to find explicit examples of AdS ×M compactifications
with a parametric hierarchy LAdS  LM. Such CFTs would have an especially sparse spectrum of light, low-
spin single-trace operators. In this case, dimensional reduction will generate positive powers of `11/LM ≡
c
−1/9
M  c−1/9. The quartic effective action in AdS will again take the form (4.15), but where fi(c)→ fi(cM).
Relating this to solutions to CFT crossing gives a new diagnostic, using CFT four-point functions, of whether
a large c CFT has an M-theory dual with LM  LAdS: at a given order in 1/c, the only polynomial solutions
to crossing are those of maximal degree p = pmax. It would be interesting to use this in an effort to bootstrap
the existence of such CFTs.
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5.2 Higher derivatives from 〈S2S2S2S2〉
For higher order terms ∼ D2mR4, WN does not provide enough constraints on the k = 3
amplitude to completely fix the solutions, due to the existence of pure polynomial solutions.
Instead, our strategy will be to relate the higher-degree Mellin amplitude coefficients B(p,i) to
CFT data. We will focus on the lowest case k = 2, in which case the higher-derivative Mellin
amplitudes are the purely polynomial amplitudes M
(p,i)
2,poly of degree p, which are defined using
the Mellin space Ward identity (2.27) and the reduced Mellin amplitudes M˜
(p,i)
2,poly in (3.14).
We will restrict to p ≤ 10 where we can extract unambiguous information from tree level
Mellin amplitudes, without contamination from loop-level data.24
To extract CFT data from the purely polynomial Mellin amplitudes M
(p,i)
2,poly in terms of
their coefficents B
(p,i)
2 for p = 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 (where i = 1 except for p = 10 where i = 1, 2), we
will use the algorithm developed for extracting CFT data from Mellin amplitudes in 3d [68].
We use the following normalization for the conformal blocks in the lightcone limit U → 0,
fixed V :
lim
U→0
G∆,j(U, V ) = U
∆−j
2 (1− V )j 2F1
(
∆ + j
2
,
∆ + j
2
,∆ + j, 1− V
)
(5.3)
This calculation is very similar to that of [28,68], so we will only briefly sketch the derivation.
The amplitudes M
(p,i)
2 will contribute to the anomalous dimension of the infinite tower
of unprotected double-trace conformal primary operators
[S2S2]n,j ' S2∂2n∂µ1 . . . ∂µjS2 − (traces) . (5.4)
As discussed in [34, 65, 66], a purely polynomial Mellin amplitude of maximal degree p,
which corresponds to a flat space vertex with 2p derivatives, contributes to the double-
trace operators with spin j ≤ p − 4. We will now show how to fix the N (p) − N (p − 1)
coefficients B2,(p,i), indexed by i, of each degree p tree level term M
(p,i)
2,poly defined by acting
with (A.10) on (3.14) by extracting at least N2(p) − N2(p − 1) different pieces of CFT
data from these amplitudes. We will use the OPE coefficients squared aM of the protected
multiplets M ∈ {D[04],B[02]j} from (2.8) that are not fixed by WN , as well as the scaling
dimension of the lowest twist long multiplet with spin j. The supergravity contribution to
24The 2-loop 11d amplitude first appears at p = 10, which makes it impossible to fix M
(p,i)
k for p > 11
purely in terms of tree level data. For p = 10, while the term that scales like c−3 will receive contributions
from loop amplitudes, there is also a c−3 log c term that is fixed by the logarithmic divergence of the 2-loop
amplitude in 11d supergravity; this should be fixable using tree level CFT data and the techniques of [60,67].
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these quantities (∼ c−1) was computed in [47, 69]. The higher derivative Mellin amplitudes
M
(p,i)
k,poly discussed above will contribute starting at order c
− 7+2p
9 , and then will generically
include all subleading powers of c−2/9 ∼ `211 (see (4.15)).
Let’s define the quantity γ
(p,i)
A[00]j+8,j as the contribution of M
(p,i)
2 to the anomalous di-
mension γA[00]j+8,j of the leading twist operators [S2S2]0,j. We focus only on leading twist
for simplicity, because higher twists are degenerate. We will use the conformal primary
(j + 12, j)[40], because it is the only conformal primary in that R-symmetry channel, so we
do not have to worry about mixing with other conformal primaries. To extract these we will
need the product of the mean field theory (MFT) OPE coefficient squared aMFTA[00]j+8,j and the
coefficient A
A[00]
22 j+12 j(j + 12, j), which as shown in [47] in our conventions are
A
A[00]
22 j+12 j(j + 12, j)a
MFT
A[00]j+8,j =
(j + 1)(j + 2)(j + 9)(j + 10)(j + 5)!(j + 6)!
360(9 + 2j)!
. (5.5)
Using these quantities and following the algorithm in [28], we find the results listed in the
last four rows of Table 2.
For the protected OPE coefficients, we only need to worry about mixing with multiplets
that are not in the chiral algebra, because those in the chiral algebra do not receive corrections
beyond supergravity. For aD[04], we can see from the tables of supermultiplets in Appendix
E that its superconformal primary does not appear in any other supermultiplets, so we can
easily extract its OPE coefficient. For aB[02]j , the superconformal primary now also appears
in D[04], so for simplicity we will extract its OPE coefficient from the conformal primary
(j + 11, j + 1)[40]. Using the superblock coefficients computed in Appendix E, we find the
results listed in the first four rows of Table 2.
6 Conclusion
This paper developed an explicit program for how to extract the perturbative expansion of
the 11d flat space S-matrix from the OPE data of the 6d AN−1 (2, 0) CFT. We mostly focused
on the flat space limit of the Mellin amplitude of four bottom components Sk of the half-
BPS multiplet D[k0], in an expansion at large central charge. In particular, we computed
the R4 term in 11d by using the protected 2d chiral algebra of the 6d theory, the quantum
WN algebra, to fix the four point function 〈S3S3S3S3〉 to O(c−5/3), where D[30] is the lowest
multiplet above the stress tensor multiplet. This computation relied crucially on the detailed
form of the WN algebra. Via their map to protected three-point functions in 6d, the WN
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CFT data: M
(4,1)
2 M
(6,1)
2 M
(7,1)
2 M
(8,1)
2 M
(9,1)
2 M
(10,1)
2 M
(10,2)
2
aD[04] −37 −130877 −122477 −6923041001 −5757121001 −284960641001 −7551361001
aB[02]1 0 −20001573 60001573 −1152001573 336001573 −10314880026741 8352001573
aB[02]3 0 0 0 −1354752158015 4064256158015 -11759247363002285 −12192768158015
aB[02]5 0 0 0 0 0 −895795201356277 0
γA[00]8,0 −250539 −1970007007 −960007007 −121480007007 −384000539 −12853840000119119 −61440007007
γA[00]10,2 0 −7526424167 30105624167 −122228736410839 1083801631603 −1849459261447805941 828506112410839
γA[00]12,4 0 0 0 −1280240640146834831 5120962560146834831 −951035904011294987 −20483850240146834831
γA[00]16,6 0 0 0 0 0 −2569273344000130985163829 0
Table 2: Contributions to the OPE coefficients squared a and anomalous dimensions γ of
various multiplets appearing in S2 × S2 from the degree p polynomial Mellin amplitudes
M
(p,i)
2,poly. The latter are defined via (2.27) and the reduced Mellin amplitudes M˜
(p,i)
2,poly in
(3.14). The entries should be understood as multiplying B
(p,i)
2 , the overall coefficient of
M
(p,i)
2,poly. Upon fixing the B
(p,i)
2 by comparing to an independent CFT computation of a
quantity in the left-hand column, one determines the M-theory amplitude via (4.9).
structure constants in the 1/c expansion were also shown to exhibit the absence of 10- and
12-derivative terms in the 11d effective action. Altogether, the aforementioned matches to
11d physics provide strong support for the chiral algebra conjecture of [1]. Moreover, we
provided an explicit roadmap for how the first several low-lying higher-derivative tree level
terms ∼ D2mR4 in the 11d S-matrix, including unknown terms beyond D6R4, can be directly
recovered from 6d CFT data that is as yet unknown.
Our results give a new motivation for computing 6d CFT data. The only known method
at this time of computing unprotected 6d CFT data is the numerical conformal bootstrap.
This program was initiated in [10] for 〈S2S2S2S2〉, but the present bounds are not strong
enough to extract the 1/c expansion necessary to determine the M-theory effective action
via the method of Section 5. One lesson from our paper is that 〈S3S3S3S3〉 can be more
constraining (and constrained) than 〈S2S2S2S2〉: the WN chiral algebra contributes terms
with a nontrivial expansion in 1/c to the former, but not the latter. By applying the
numerical bootstrap to 〈S3S3S3S3〉, one could hope to find strong bounds on CFT data.
For certain protected operators, these bounds could be compared to the nontrivial functions
of c determined from the chiral algebra. If these analytic functions were to saturate the
numerical bounds, then one could use the extremal functional method [70] to read off the
CFT data of all operators that appear in the four-point function, as was initiated in the case
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of the 3d maximally-supersymmetric ABJM theory in [71]. One could also consider using
the exact WN result (2.20) as input to this computation, which would presumably generate
stronger bounds for the remaining OPE data.
There are also several details of 6d Mellin amplitudes for 〈SkSkSkSk〉 that we would like
to understand better. For instance, while we determined the number of purely polynomial
solutions to the superconformal Ward identities for k = 2, 3, we were unable to find a simple
pattern for larger k. For k ≥ 4, the operators Sk undergo mixing with multi-trace operators
in the respective D[2k 0] R-symmetry representations, which might explain the counting in
these cases. We would also like to better understand the relation between subleading 1/c
corrections to a Mellin amplitude and terms in the 11d effective action. As also noted in [28],
these correspond to local higher-point vertices in 11d that involve more than four fields, e.g.
R7. Thus, the “finite size corrections” to the flat space limit of CFT correlators may be
understood in part25 as suitable soft limits of 11d higher-point amplitudes with four external
gravitons. It would be interesting to make this relationship explicit.
Lastly, it would be interesting to extend the methods here and in [28] to CFTs with
semiclassical string theory duals, such as the large N ‘t Hooft limits of N = 6 ABJM in 3d
or N = 4 SYM in 4d. The complete string moduli dependence of the D8R4 term in type IIA
and IIB is unknown despite many years of sophisticated direct attempts (e.g. [72–76] and
references therein).26 It would be fascinating to determine this using holography.
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A Superconformal Ward identity and so(5) harmonics
In position space, the superconformal Ward identity takes the form
(z∂z − 2α∂α)G
∣∣
α=z−1 = (z¯∂z¯ − 2α∂α)G
∣∣
α=z¯−1 = 0 , (A.1)
where we define
U ≡ zz¯ , V ≡ (1− z)(1− z¯) , σ ≡ αα¯ , τ ≡ (1− α)(1− α¯) . (A.2)
To implement the Ward identities in Mellin space, we first expand Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) into the
R-symmetry polynomials Yab(σ, τ) as
Gk(U, V ;σ, τ) =
k∑
a=0
a∑
b=0
Yab(σ, τ)Gk,ab(U, V ) , (A.3)
which has Mellin transform (2.25)
Mk(s, t;σ, τ) =
k∑
a=0
a∑
b=0
Yab(σ, τ)Mk,ab(s, t) . (A.4)
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For k = 2, 3, the explicit forms of the Yab(σ, τ)’s here are
1 = [00] : Y00 = 1 ,
10 = [02] : Y10 = σ − τ ,
14 = [20] : Y11 = σ + τ − 2
5
,
35′ = [04] : Y20 = σ2 + τ 2 − 2
3
σ − 2
3
τ − 2στ + 1
6
,
81 = [22] : Y21 = σ
2 − τ 2 + 4
7
τ − 4
7
σ ,
55 = [40] : Y22 = σ
2 + τ 2 − 8
9
σ − 8
9
τ + 4στ +
8
63
,
84 = [06] : Y30 = σ
3 − τ 3 + 2
5
σ − 6
5
σ2 − 2
5
τ − 3σ2τ + 6
5
τ 2 + 3στ 2 ,
220 = [24] : Y31 = σ
3 + τ 3 +− 4
81
+
34
81
σ − 32
27
σ2 +
34
81
τ − 8
27
στ − σ2τ − 32
27
τ 2 − στ 2 ,
260 = [42] : Y32 = σ
3 − τ 3 + 8
33
σ − 12
11
σ2 − 8
33
τ + 3σ2τ +
12
11
τ 2 − 3στ 2 ,
140′′ = [60] : Y33 = σ3 + τ 3 − 16
429
+
72
143
σ − 18
13
σ2 +
72
143
τ − 72
13
στ + 9σ2τ − 18
13
τ 2 + 9στ 2 .
(A.5)
If we now add up the two equations in (A.1), and expand in powers of α¯, then z and z¯
always appear in the combination zm+ z¯m for some integer m, which can then be turned into
rational functions of U, V . The resulting equation involves a set of differential operators in
U, V acting on Gk,ab(U, V ), organized in powers of α¯. Finally, we convert the Ward identity
to Mellin space by setting
Gk,ab(U, V )→Mk,ab(s, t), U∂U → Û∂U , V ∂V → V̂ ∂V , UmV n → ÛmV n, (A.6)
where the hatted operators act on Mab(s, t) as
Û∂UMk,ab(s, t) =
s
2
Mk,ab(s, t) ,
V̂ ∂VMk,ab(s, t) =
(
t
2
− 2k
)
Mk,ab(s, t) ,
ÛmV nMk,ab(s, t) = Mk,ab(s− 2m, t− 2n)
(
2k − s
2
)2
m
(
2k − t
2
)2
n
(
2k − u
2
)2
−m−n
,
(A.7)
where u = 8k − s − t and we will have independent constraints on each coefficient in the
expansion in powers of α¯.
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In position space, the Ward identities can be also be solved by writing Gk in the form
(2.12), where the differential operator Υ acts on H(U, V ;σ, τ) as
Υ = σ2D′UV + τ 2D′U +D′V − σD′V (U + 1− V )− τD′(U + V − 1)− στD′U(V + 1− U) ,
D′ = D − 2
V
(D+0 −D+1 + 2∂σσ)τ∂τ +
2
UV
(−V D+1 + 2(V ∂σσ + ∂ττ − 1))(∂σσ + ∂ττ) ,
D = ∂z∂z¯ − 2
z − z¯ (∂z − ∂z¯) ,
D+0 = ∂z + ∂z¯ ,
D+1 = z∂z + z¯∂z¯ ,
(A.8)
where U = zz¯ and V = (1− z)(1− z¯).
The Mellin space version of this differential operator is a difference operator Θ̂ that acts
on
M˜k(s, t;σ, τ) ≡
∑
l+m+n=k−2
σmτnM˜klmn(s, t) (A.9)
in the following way:
Θ̂ ◦ M˜klmn(s, t) = −
1
4
(
XY Θ̂4 +XZV̂Θ4 + Y ZÛΘ4
)
◦ M˜klmn(s, t) ,
Θ4 ≡ τ + (1− σ − τ)V + (−τ − στ + τ 2)U + (σ2 − σ − στ)UV + σV 2 + στU2 ,
X = s+ 4l − 4k + 2 , Y = t+ 4n− 4k + 2 , Z = u+ 4m− 4k + 2 ,
(A.10)
where U, V acts on M˜k(s, t) as
ÛmV n ◦ M˜k(s, t) = M˜k(s− 2m, t− 2n)
(
2k − s
2
)2
m
(
2k − t
2
)2
n
(
2k − u
2
)2
3−m−n
. (A.11)
It is straightforward to take the flat space limit of this result directly; the result was given
in (4.5).
B Superconformal blocks under chiral algebra twist
In the chiral algebra limit (2.16), the superconformal blocks for all multiplets in the Sk ×Sk
OPE (2.8) identically vanish except for the D[2n 0] and B[2n 0] multiplets, which take the
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simple form
GD[2n 0](zz¯, (1− z)(1− z¯); z¯−2, (1− z¯−2)2) =
4n(1
2
)n
(1)n
g4n,0(z) ,
GB[2n 0]j(zz¯, (1− z)(1− z¯); z¯−2, (1− z¯−2)2) =
4n+1(1
2
)n+1
(1)n+1
A
B[2n 0]
n+1n+1 4n+6+j j+2g4n+6+j,j+2(z) ,
(B.1)
where the g∆,j(z) are SL(2,R) global conformal blocks
g∆,j(z) = z
∆+j
2 2F1
(
∆ + j
2
,
∆ + j
2
,∆ + j, z
)
, (B.2)
and A
B[2n 0]
n+1n+1 4n+6+j j+2 is the coefficient defined in (2.11) that relates the superconformal
descendent (4n + 6 + j, j + 2)[2n 0] to the superconformal primary (4n + 4 + j, j)[2n 0] of
B[2n 0]j.27 The prefactors in (B.1) come from the R-symmetry factors Yab(σ, τ) that multiply
the conformal block G∆′,j′(U, V ) of each superconformal descendent that appears in the
superconformal block G∆,j(U, V ;σ, τ) in (2.11). After performing the twist and expanding
for small z¯, these quantities take the form
lim
z¯→0
Ynn(z¯
−2, (1− z¯−2)2) = z¯−2n
[
4n(1/2)n
(1)n
+O(z¯−1)
]
,
lim
z¯→0
G∆,j(zz¯, (1− z)(1− z¯)) = z¯
∆−j
2
[
g∆,j(z) +O(z¯
−1)
]
.
(B.3)
Since the z¯ dependence must cancel from the superblock after performing the twist, we
see that for D[2n 0] only the superconformal primary with Ynn(σ, τ)G4n,0(U, V ) survives,
while for B[2n 0]j only the superconformal descendent with Yn+1n+1(σ, τ)G4n+6+j,j+2(U, V )
survives. Putting things together, Gk(z)|2d takes the form (2.17) given in the main text.
C Mack polynomials
We use the definition of the Mack polynomials in [79], but with a different convention for s
and t, namely sthere = shere/2 and tthere = there/2 − (∆2 + ∆3)/2, and we (anti)-symmetrize
t, u for (odd) even j. For a four-point function of identical scalars with dimension ∆ we then
27As shown in [78], such a superconformal descendant always exists. For k = 2, for instance, we list the
conformal primaries that appear in B[20]j explicitly in Appendix E.
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define
Q∆′,∆j′,m (t) = N∆,j,d
(−1)m4j′ sin pi(∆′ − d/2)Γ(d/2−∆′ −m)
m!(∆′ − 1)j′(d−∆′ − 1)j′Γ(2∆−∆′+j′−2m2 )2
× P∆′−d/2,j′((∆
′ − j′)/2 +m, t/2−∆) + (−1)jP∆′−d/2,j′((∆′ − j′)/2 +m,u/2−∆)
2
,
(C.1)
where d is the spacetime dimension of the CFT, N∆,j,d is a normalization factor, and Pν,j(s, t)
is
Pν,j(s, t) =
∑˜Γ(λ1)2Γ(λ¯1)2(λ2 − s)k(λ¯2 − s)k(s+ t)β(s+ t)α(−t)m−α(−t)j−2k−m−β∏
i Γ(li)
,
∑˜
≡ j!
2j(d/2− 1)j
bj/2c∑
k=0
j−2k∑
m=0
m∑
α=0
j−2k−m∑
β=0
(−1)j−k−α−βΓ(j − k + d/2− 1)
Γ(d/2− 1)k!(j − 2k)!
(
j − 2k
m
)(
m
α
)(
j − 2k −m
β
)
,
λ1 =
d/2 + ν + j
2
, λ¯1 =
d/2− ν + j
2
, λ2 =
d/2 + ν − j
2
, λ¯2 =
d/2− ν − j
2
,
l1 = λ2 + j − k −m+ α− β , l2 = λ2 + k +m− α + β , l3 = λ¯2 + k +m, l4 = λ¯2 + j − k −m.
(C.2)
The maximal value mmax = ∆− (∆′− j′)/2− 1 in the sum over m in (3.3) is here explicitly
enforced by the Gamma function in the numerator of (C.1). Since
∑mmax
m=0
Q∆′,∆
j′,m (t)
s−(∆′−j′) is defined
to have the same meromorphic part as the Mellin transform of a conformal block G∆′,j′(U, V ),
we fix the normalization factor N∆,j,d so that in the limit U → 0, V → 1 we recover our
normalization of the conformal blocks U
∆′−j′
2 (1−V )j′ . We can fix this by taking the residue
of the pole s = ∆′ − j′ and then summing over the t poles in the inverse Mellin transform
(2.25) of
∑mmax
m=0
Q∆′,∆
j′,m (t)
s−(∆′−j′) and expanding around V = 1. For the blocks considered in this
paper, we find
N4,0 =
12
pi
, N5,1 =
60
pi
, N6,2 =
350
pi
,
N8,0 =
2800
3pi
, N9,1 =
6300
pi
, N10,0 =
11025
pi
, N10,2 =
43659
pi
, N11,1 =
77616
pi
.
(C.3)
D Polynomial Mellin amplitudes
We now give explicit expressions for various Mellin amplitudes used in the main text
The polynomial parts M
(1)
k,poly of the supergravity meromorphic amplitudes Mk, sugra ≡
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M
(1)
k,mero in Section 3.1 are
M
(1)
2, poly =
1
8
(5(16− t)σ2 − 5s(σ − 1)(1 + σ − 4τ) + (96 + 5t(τ − 4))τ + 4σ(5t− 56(1 + τ))) ,
M
(1)
3, poly =−
1
72
(
3s(σ − 1) (σ2 + σ(2− 3τ)− 4τ 2 − 3τ + 1)+ 3σ3(t− 24)
+σ2(3t(τ − 3) + 124(τ + 1)) + σ (4 (49τ 2 + 136τ + 49)− 3t (τ 2 + 4))
−τ(τ + 1)(3t(τ − 4) + 92)) ,
(D.1)
The polynomial part M
(4)
3,poly ⊂M (4)3,mero is
M
(4)
3,poly =
1
165
(
165s4τ 2(σ + τ + 1) + 55s3τ
(−5σ2 − 145στ − 144τ 2 + 6t ((τ + 1)2 − σ2)− 143τ + 5)
+5s2
(
4092σ3 + 6σ2(365τ − 682) + 2σ (12297τ 2 − 8306τ − 2046)
+33t2
(
σ3 − σ2(τ + 1)− σ (τ 2 + 1)+ τ 3 + 5τ 2 + 5τ + 1)+ 6 (4732τ 3 + 3967τ 2 − 295τ + 682)
−11t (67σ3 − σ2(207τ + 67)− σ (71τ 2 + 285τ + 67)+ 211τ 3 + 358τ 2 + 210τ + 67))
+48
(
53316σ3 + 11417σ2(τ + 1) + 7σ
(
2621τ 2 − 23380τ + 2621)+ 69480τ 3 − 5161τ 2 − 5161τ
+69480) + s
(−12 (38226σ3 + 3σ2(3821τ − 14025) + σ (57138τ 2 − 166120τ − 39765)
+93840τ 3 + 46662τ 2 − 7263τ + 43614)− 330t3 (σ2 − (τ + 1)2)− 55t2 (67σ3 − σ2(67τ + 207)
−σ (67τ 2 + 285τ + 71)+ 67τ 3 + 210τ 2 + 358τ + 211)+ 20t (4122σ3 − 6558σ2(τ + 1)
−σ (4332τ 2 + 22963τ + 4332)+ 6768τ 3 + 6861τ 2 + 6861τ + 6768))+ 165t4(σ + τ + 1)
−55t3 (5σ2 + 145σ − 5τ 2 + 143τ + 144)+ 10t2 (2046σ3 − 3σ2(682τ − 365)
+σ
(−2046τ 2 − 8306τ + 12297)+ 3 (682τ 3 − 295τ 2 + 3967τ + 4732))
−12t (38226σ3 + σ2(11463− 42075τ) + σ (−39765τ 2 − 166120τ + 57138)+ 43614τ 3
−7263τ 2 + 46662τ + 93840)) .
(D.2)
Finally, we write the reduced Mellin amplitude in the notation of (3.11) for the lowest few
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polynomial amplitudes for k = 3:
M˜
(5,1)
100 (s, t) =
128
13(t− 10)(8− s− t)) ,
M˜
(6,1)
100 (s, t) =− (128(−8(−10 + s)(−220707864 + s(85593762 + s(−9978487 + s(250829 + 11193s))))
+ (−18 + s)(−154429232 + s(63343800 + s(−7510574 + 3s(53379 + 3731s))))t
+ (113748160 + 3s(−9833184 + s(1316254 + s(−145799 + 7462s))))t2
+ 574(−18 + s)(2884− 678s+ 39s2)t3 + 287(2884− 678s+ 39s2)t4))
× (78351(−10 + s)(−8 + s)(−6 + s)(−10 + t)(−8 + t)(−10 + s+ t)(−8 + s+ t))−1 ,
M˜
(6,2)
100 (s, t) =− (64(−8(−10 + s)(−30379752 + s(12544806 + s(−1668613 + 71813s)))
+ (−18 + s)(−20911376 + s(9366240 + s(−1316054 + 58857s)))t
+ (17399680 + 3s(−1299032 + s(106998 + s(−8835 + 533s))))t2
+ 82(−18 + s)(2884− 678s+ 39s2)t3 + 41(2884− 678s+ 39s2)t4))
(11193(−10 + s)(−8 + s)(−6 + s)(−10 + t)(−8 + t)(−10 + s+ t)(−8 + s+ t))−1 .
(D.3)
E Supermultiplets and superblocks in S2 × S2
In this appendix we discuss the supermultiplets that appear in S2 × S2. First, we list the
conformal primaries that appear in each supermultiplet. Following the algorithm in [78], we
list these results in Tables 3-8.
D[20] spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
4 – – 0 – – –
5 – 1 – – – –
6 2 – – – – –
Table 3: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the D[20] su-
perconformal multiplet.
Note that the superconformal primary for B[02]j also appear as a superconformal de-
scendent in A[00]∆,j, but that the (j + 11, j + 1)[40] conformal primary does not appear
in A[00]∆,j or D[04] for any j or ∆ ≥ j + 8. The coefficient AB[02]j10 j+11 j+1 that relates this
conformal primary to the superconformal primary can be computed by plugging a linear
combination of conformal blocks for each conformal primary appearing in these tables into
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D[40] spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
8 – – – – – 0
9 – – – – 1 –
10 – – 2 0 – –
11 – 1 – – – –
12 0 – – – – –
Table 4: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the D[40] su-
perconformal multiplet.
D[04] spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
8 – – – 0 – –
9 – 1 – – 1 –
10 0 – 2,0 2 – 0
11 – 1,3 – – 1 –
12 2 – 2 0 – –
13 – 1 – – – –
14 0 – – – – –
Table 5: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the D[04] su-
perconformal multiplet.
B[02]j spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
j + 8 – j – – – –
j + 9 j ± 1 – j ± 1 j + 1 – –
j + 10 – j, j ± 2 – – j, j + 2 –
j + 11 j ± 1, j ± 3 – j ± 1, j + 3 j ± 1, j + 3 – j + 1
j + 12 – j, j ± 2, j + 4 – – j, j + 2 –
j + 13 j ± 1.j + 3 – j ± 1, j + 3 j + 1 – –
j + 14 – j, j + 2 – – – –
j + 15 j + 1 – – – – –
Table 6: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the B[02]j
superconformal multiplet.
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B[20]j spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
j + 8 – – j – – –
j + 9 – j ± 1 – – j + 1 –
j + 10 j, j ± 2 – j, j + 2 j, j + 2 – j + 2
j + 11 – j ± 1, j + 3 – – j + 1, j + 3 –
j + 12 j, j + 2 – j, j + 2, j + 4 j + 2 – –
j + 13 – j + 1, j + 3 – – – –
j + 14 j + 2 – – – – –
Table 7: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the B[20]j
superconformal multiplet.
A[00]∆,j spins in various so(5) irreps
dimension
1 10 14 35′ 81 55
[00] [02] [20] [04] [22] [40]
∆ j – – – – –
∆ + 1 – j ± 1 – – – –
∆ + 2 j, j ± 2 – j, j ± 2 j – –
∆ + 3 – j ± 1, j ± 3 – – j ± 1 –
∆ + 4 j, j ± 2, j ± 4 – j, j ± 2 j, j ± 2 – j
∆ + 5 – j ± 1, j ± 3 – – j ± 1
∆ + 6 j, j ± 2 – j, j ± 2 j – –
∆ + 7 – j ± 1 – – –
∆ + 8 j – – – –
Table 8: All possible conformal primaries in D[20] × D[20] corresponding to the A[00]∆,j
superconformal multiplet.
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the superconformal Ward identities (A.1), which fixes all such relative coefficients. We define
the conformal blocks with an extra factor of (−2)j relative to [10]:
G∆,j(U, V ) =F00 − j + 3
j + 1
F−11 + (∆− 4)(j + 3)(∆− j − 4)
2
16(∆− 2)(j + 1)(∆− j − 5)(∆− j − 3)F02
− (∆− 4)(∆ + j)
2
16(∆− 2)((∆ + j)2 − 1)F11 ,
Fnm(z, z¯) ≡ (zz¯)
∆−j
2
(z − z¯)3
(
zjzn+3z¯m2F1
(
∆ + j
2
+ n,
∆ + j
2
+ n,∆ + j + 2n, z
)
2F1
(
∆− j
2
− 3 +m, ∆− j
2
− 3 +m,∆− j − 6 + 2m, z¯
)
− (z ↔ z¯)
)
,
(E.1)
where recall that U = zz¯ and V = (1−z)(1− z¯). If we normalize the superconformal primary
to have unit coefficient, then we find that A
B[02]j
10 j+11 j+1 for j = 1, 3, 5 are
A
B[02]1
10 12 2 = −
3
5
, A
B[02]3
10 14 4 = −
10
21
, A
B[02]5
10 16 6 = −
35
81
. (E.2)
F R4 and D6R4 coefficients in M-theory
Here we perform the derivation of the finite contributions of R4 and D6R4 to the 11d four-
point superamplitude. We eschew the 11d action and instead work with type IIA amplitudes,
which we uplift to 11d. The following relations are useful:
e2φ(α′)3 =
`611
(2pi)2
,
(
LAdS
`11
)9
≈ 16c , (F.1)
where eφ = gs. We denote IIA amplitudes as A and 11d amplitudes as A11.
From the tree-level amplitude of type IIA [80],
Atree = K̂κ
2
10e
−2φ 2
6
(α′)3stu
exp
[ ∞∑
k=1
2ζ(2k + 1)
2k + 1
(α′/4)2k+1(s2k+1 + t2k+1 + u2k+1)
]
, (F.2)
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where u = −s− t. We have, up to the same universal coefficient K̂κ210,
Atree
∣∣∣
R
=
64
(α′)3stu
e−2φ ,
Atree
∣∣∣
R4
= 2ζ(3)e−2φ ,
Atree
∣∣∣
D6R4
=
(α′)3stu
32
ζ(3)2e−2φ .
(F.3)
First we address R4. From the type IIA action [81],
SR4 ∝ 2ζ(3)E3/2(φ) = 2ζ(3)e−3φ/2(1 + pi
2
3ζ(3)
e2φ) + (non-perturbative) , (F.4)
which implies
A1−loop|R4
Atree|R = g
2
s
pi2
3ζ(3)
Atree|R4
Atree|R = g
2
s(α
′)3
pi2
96
stu . (F.5)
This term is finite in the uplift to 11d, as it is independent of R11. Uplifting to 11d using
(F.1),
A11|R4
A11|R = `
6
11
stu
3 · 27 . (F.6)
Next, we have [72]
SD6R4 ∝ 4ζ(3)2e−2φ + 8ζ(2)ζ(3) + 48
5
ζ(2)2e2φ +
8
9
ζ(6)e4φ + (non-perturbative) , (F.7)
where ζ(2) = pi2/90 and ζ(6) = pi6/945. The two-loop term gives rise to a finite term in 11d,
A2−loop|D6R4
Atree|R = g
4
s
12ζ(2)2
5ζ(3)2
Atree|D6R4
Atree|R = g
4
s(α
′)6
3ζ(2)2
2560
(stu)2 . (F.8)
Uplifting to 11d using (F.1),
A11|D6R4
A11|R = `
12
11
(stu)2
15 · 215 . (F.9)
Notice that this depends only on (stu)2, not (s2 + t2 + u2)3.
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